A . Numerical Fluid Flow Solver
The flow regime in the multi-bifurcation model is developed from the core of momentum equations. The temporal integration of Navier-Stokes equation is achieved using a semi-implicit splitting method, similar to the method of Karniadakis et. al [5] and others. Consider the Navier
Stokes expression below av -
where L is the linear viscous term and N is the non linear advective term,
The continuity equation is imposed at the leading time step,
In splitting method, (I) is integrated numerically in three for each time step, each stage addressing the three terms independently. Two intermediate velocity fields, v and v , are introduced in order to achieve this. The three stages are,
Take divergence of (1) and use the continuity equation to obtain the Poisson's equation for pressure,
where the nonlinear term is neglected. All variables require boundary conditions, including
. The boundary conditions on V are the natural boundary conditions, which must be enforced at the final stage of the splitting method. Boundary conditions on � V and V can be chosen to enhance the numerical aspect of the method. Hence, (6) on all boundaries. Finally, there are no natural boundary conditions on the pressure since the value of pressure at the boundary depends on the velocity field in the neighborhood of the boundary. Pressure boundary conditions must be approximated from the governing equations. Take the normal component of (I) to get,
Karniadakis et. al [5] has shown that all the right hand side terms of above equation can be neglected for large Reynolds number, Re, leaving,
For that reason, Karniadakis [5] recommends higher order boundary conditions for a better approximation, especially for low Re flow.
B. Numerical Domain Characterizing Technique
This work emphasized on the flow pattern throughout multi-bifurcations of fifth (G5) to seventh (G7) human airway generations, similar to the work by Sheu et al. [6] The geometry construction is known as the Weibel's morphometric lung model [6] .
Based on study conducted by Z. Zhang et al. [3] on triple bifurcation flow (G3 to G5), their consideration on lower airway generations is to avoid the turbulent jet effect of the larynx, and to reduce the effect of the cartilaginous rings which appear in the larynx, trachea (GO), and main bronchi (G 1). The two-dimensional idealized flow domain is illustrated in Figure I . The Characteristics of fifth to seventh generation airway are shown in Table I .
, , , . , The physical model described was approximated in a two-dimensional finite difference scheme in order to numerically solve the flow problem. The scheme employed grid system of regular Cartesian coordinates. In this system, the grid points are located orthogonal to each other. Finite difference scheme used in this project can only model simple rectangular domain, originally employed to solve lid driven square cavity flow.
Since the physical domain is quite complex, the process in transforming physical boundary into computational boundary could involve quite tedious work; to mathematically develop and integrate new grid transformation algorithm into the original Cartesian finite difference flow solver scheme. Thus, rectangular computational domain was retained with additional implementation of grid point treatment, which classifies the grid points into two categories; normal nodes for grid points those included inside physical flow domain, and null nodes for those fall outside the physical domain.
Every null node located adjacent to the normal nodes but not on the computational boundary is treated as the artificial computational boundary. The advantage of preserving Cartesian grid system and classification of grid points described previously, without implementation of grid transformation is that, it permits the flexibility on the solution of flow problem in complex domain geometry conveniently. The tasks involved to solve certain flow problem are only in the classifYing the nodes and applying boundary conditions.
C. Numerical Parameter
The velocities of airflow within human respiratory network are very low and decrease as the flow enters the smaller airways deep down into lungs. For any case, Calay et al. [6] stated that the maximum velocity in human airway corresponds to the Mach number (M) of less than 0.1. Thus in this condition the compressibility can be neglected under the condition that
Besides, the air is a Newtonian fluid and dynamic viscosity is independent of the rate of shear. Thus, the airflow can be treated as an incompressible, viscous flow. Under such conditions, the flow is governed by the Navier Stokes and continuity equations. The relevant air physical properties being considered in this project are 1.225 kg/m3 density and 1.505 x 10-5 m% kinematic viscosity.
In order to capture the flow behavior without temporal variance, steady inhalation flow inside the airway is assumed. Velocity boundary conditions were applied at the inlet of the parent airway (G5) which corresponds to three physical state of inhalation; resting, light activity, and moderate exercise (Zhang et al. [3] ), with the inlet flow rate of 15, 30 and 60 IImin into the lung system (i.e through trachea, GO), respectively.
All three breathing conditions and the range of airway generations considered are corresponding Re lower than 2000, thus the flow through the domain can be assumed as laminar and can verifY the application of laminar solver to solve the flow problem. Inlet velocities used were parabolic in form (Sheu et al. [6] ), assuming developed flow profile from upper airway generation. In this work, the flow problems with inlet Re ranging from 75 to 750 was solved which covered all three states of inhalation.
Besides, outlet velocities were specified at the end of seventh generation airway such that the outlet flow rate are equal between all daughter branches. This is related to the , assumption made in the study of Calay [2] that the volume distal to respiratory bronchioles is the same throughout the lungs and the change in volume is the same everywhere.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Bifurcations along fifth (G5) to seventh (G7) generations of human airways are employed throughout the flow analysis. The passage range is selected as it physically shows sensible display of multi-bifurcation phenomenon with nearly symmetric arrangement and simplicity. This symmetric structure practically permits constructive analysis on the flow pattern that promotes better understanding on each point of discussions.
A.
Velocity distributions for multi-bifurcation flow Figure 2 illustrates the flow velocity distributions from G5 to G7 of human airway for three breathing conditions. Flow in G5 shows minimum change in velocity pattern for all resting, light activity and moderate exercise conditions. The flow maintains it flow pattern as shown in both conditions. This is consistent with the laminar flow theory for a straight ductile region fully developed flow pattern.
At the end of the straight region, interesting phenomenon starts when the flow approaches the first bifurcation point. As for all air intake conditions, the flows bifurcate symmetrically to both G6 branches. However, the velocity contours suggest that the flow velocities at the inner walls of G6 branches are higher than those at the outer walls. The gradients are even higher for faster breathing conditions.
With the same length of G6 branches, flow velocity of resting condition travels slower along the passage and recovers to symmetric profile before reaches the second bifurcation points. Meanwhile with higher velocity of the other cases, the momentum of the flows resist the recovery and reach the second bifurcation point with less symmetric profiles. As the bifurcation points between G6 and G7 are at the centre line of G6, the flows bifurcate into G7 branches with different velocity distributions. These significant differences of velocity distributions between G7 branches will lead to less balanced distribution of flow to later generations. B.
Vortexformationsfor various Reynolds number
The presence of vortices in fluid flow plays an important role in the determination of particle deposition flux on fluid walls. Tangential velocity in each vortex is responsible for particles being dragged away from the wall where the vortex located. Figure 3 
C.
Cross-sectional Velocity profiles for various Re 
